Let Co be a tangential curve in D = {\z\ < 1} which ends at 1 and let Q be its rotation about the origin through an angle 0 . We construct a bounded harmonic function in D which fails to have limits along Cg for all 6 , 0 < 6 < In .
Introduction
The classical Fatou theorem asserts that if / is a bounded holomorphic function in the unit disc D = {\z\ < 1} , then / has nontangential boundary values at almost every point on the unit circle dD = {\z\ = 1}. The Fatou theorem has been generalized in several directions; a bounded (or more generally, positive) harmonic function in D has nontangential boundary values at almost every point on 3D. In 1926, Littlewood [3] showed that the Fatou theorem is best possible in the following sense: Let C0 be an arbitrary tangential curve in D which ends at z = 1 and let Ce be the curve C0 rotated about the origin id through an angle 8, so that Cg touches 3D internally at e . does not exist for all 8, 0 < 8 <2n.
Since the logarithm of the modulus of a Blaschke product is a Green potential of a measure distributed on the zeros of the Blaschke product, we may, from the potential theoretical point of view, regard Theorem B as the existence of a Green potential which fails to have limits along Ce for all 8 , 0 < 8 <2n . The existence of a bounded harmonic function with the property holding for all 8 , however, seems to be unknown. does not exist for all 8, 0<6<2n. In particular, ifh* is a harmonic conjugate function of h, then exp(/z + zTz*) is a bounded outer function in D which fails to have limits along Ce for all 8, 0 < 8 <2n.
Obviously, the above theorem automatically answers Barth's question in the affirmative. However, we note that Barth's question itself can be solved more easily. We shall, in fact, find a positive unbounded harmonic function with the required property (see Remark in §3). n \n mj
Lemmas
Proof. Let 1 -c < r < 1 . We observe that if mc < \<p -n\ < n, then Obviously, T z c Tz . We denote by y* the radial projection of y onto 3D. It follows from the connectedness of y that y* is a circular interval on 3D or a singleton set. If y contains both the end points, then y* is a closed circular interval or a singleton set. We denote by l(y*) the length of y*. Note that the curve y itself may not be rectifiable.
Lemma 4. Let y be a subcurve of C0 connecting ae'a and be , 0 < a < b < 1, such that if z e y, then a < \z\ < b. Put M(n) = {re"1 ;a < r < b). Then T (M(n)) is a closed interval of length l{y*). More precisely, if y* = {e1 ; 8X < 8<82},then Ty(M(n)) = [n -82,n -8X].
Proof. Suppose that y* = {e'e;8x < 8 < 82}. For each 8 e [8X,82] we find rg, a < rg < b, such that rge'6 e y, or equivalently rge'n e yn_e. Hence n -8 e Ty(M(t])), so that [n -d2,rj-8x] c Ty{M{n)). Conversely, if 8 e Ty(M(t])), then there is rg, a < rg < b, such that rgeir] e yg . Hence rge'in~e) e y, so that 8X < n -8 < 82, or equivalently 8 e [n -82, r¡ -8X]. Therefore Ty(M(n)) c [n -82, n -8X].
Since C0 is tangential, it follows that C0 eventually lies outside any Stoltz region with vertex at the point 1, so that as z 6 C0 tends to 1, where C0{z) is the subcurve of C0 that connects the points z and 1 . We have from this fact Proof. We shall choose y inductively. Assume we have already gotten y0, ... , y j with the properties (i)-(iv). By the observation before the lemma we can take a. such that 0 < 1 -a. < (1 -bj^/m, l{y]) > 2j(l -aß, where y' is the subcurve of C0 that connects the point 1 and the point a-ela' at which C0 meets the circle {\z\ = a-} for the last time. Let y" be a subcurve of y'j which connects a-e"*' and a point near 1 such that l(y" ) > jl(y ). Now take ¿> such that sup |z| < b¡ < 1
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Let y be the subcurve of C0 that connects ae'a' and the point b-e ' at which C0 meets the circle {|z| = b\ for the first time. Then we see that 0 < 1-b, < 1 -a. and that a < \z\ < b¡ for z ey ,. Moreover v. is included in y , so that l{y])>j{l-aj).
Thus we can choose a sequence of subcurves y with the properties (i)-(iv).
Proof of theorem
Proof of theorem. For m = m, , the constant appearing in Lemma 2, we choose a sequence of subcurves y as in Lemma 5. For a moment we fix j. Let a and bj be as in Lemma 5. By M.{n) we denote the radial line segment {re"1 ;a-< r < bj}. We obtain from Lemma 4 applied to y = y¡ and M(n) = Mj(n) that T (Mj(t])) is a closed interval of length /(y*), where we recall that Ty is the set valued mapping defined before Lemma 4. Let iV be the integer such that Secondly, we vary the index j and extract a subsequence of y satisfying the following (3) and (4). We see from (2) that |2s.| = 2m,(1 -a.)/V < 2m,(1 -a.) ■ 4n/l(y*), so that |.E.| tends to 0 by (iii) of Lemma 5. Hence, taking a subsequence of y if necessary, we may assume that oo (3) £|£,l<oo.
We claim that g. satisfies an inequality of type (1). We observe from (2) 
